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1. Background

• predictable relationships:
- cepstral coefficients = size and configuration of supralaryngeal vocal tract
- in principle, also encode formant frequency information
- source~filter decoupling: complementarity of measures of laryngeal voice 

quality
• reflected in empirical studies:

- limited improvement in ASR performance when 
fused with formants (Hughes et al. 2017)

- potential improvements when combining ASR 
with laryngeal voice quality (Gonzalez-Rodriguez 
et al. 2014, Hughes et al. 2019)
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1. Background

• previous work:
- F1 and F2 better predicted than F3 and F0 (Broad and Clermont 1989)
- phoneme-specific/ speaker-dependent correlations (Darch and Milner 2008, 

Clermont 2013)

• issues for forensics
- essential not to ‘double’ evidence that is correlated
- can we explain what our system is capturing to a trier-of-fact?
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2. Research question

• to what extent can we predict linguistic features (F{0,1,2,3}) from 
cepstral coefficients? 

• building on previous work…
- spontaneous, forensically realistic speaking 

tasks
- forensically valuable segment
- comparison of MFCCs and LPCCs with different 

cepstral orders
- examine behaviour of individuals
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3. Methods: corpus and segment

• Dynamic Variability in Speech corpus (DyViS; Nolan et al. 2009)
- 89 speakers used (male, 18-25 years, RP)
- Task 1 (police interview) and Task 2 (telephone conversation)
- both HQ, studio recordings

• hesitation marker: um 
- frequent, resistant to disguise, less affected by coarticulation
- good speaker discriminatory performance
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• vowel portion of um manually segmented
• 6758 tokens (mean = 70/speaker)
• features extracted from temporal midpoint

- 16 MFCCs/ 16 LPCCs
- F0, F1, F2, F3
- settings determined on speaker-by-speaker basis

3. Methods: features
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• by-speaker multiple linear model

- weighted sum of cepstral coefficients determined using least squares
- correlation between measured and predicted F{0,1,2,3} 
- overall performance = mean rho across speakers

3. Methods: modelling
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4. Results
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4. Results
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• considerable variation across 
speakers

• greatest variability in F0 & F3

• consistent patterns across 
LPCCs and MFCCs



• strong linear correlations between the cepstrum and formants:
- mean rho > 0.9: comparable with previous work
- despite more forensically realistic materials

• cepstrum also able to predict F0 relatively well
- source~filter decoupling in cepstral coefficients is not absolute

5. Discussion
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• general trends:
- LPCCs marginally outperform MFCCs
- F2 best predicted linguistic feature
- increasing cepstral order improves correlations: but marginal improvements 

after c.10-12 coefficients
- considerable speaker variability: but not consistent across linguistic features
- possibly issues with measurement error

5. Discussion 
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• support for cepstral coefficients rather than formants
- empirical evidence also for limited improvement in ASR with the addition of 

long-term formants
- improvements may be gained through segmental vs. holistic approaches

• cepstrum encodes phonetic information
- amenable to phonetic explanation (albeit indirectly)

6. Implications for forensics
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• possibility of using the cepstrum to estimate/ 
validate more accurate formant measurements

- less susceptible to measurement error
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